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The Math Forum is a leading center for mathematics and mathematics education on the Internet. Operating under Drexel University's School of Education it provides resources, materials, activities, person-to-person interactions, and educational products and services that enrich and support teaching and learning in an increasingly technological world. The online community of teachers, students, researchers, parents, educators, and citizens at all levels with an interest in mathematics work towards this end in the following ways:

- Encouraging communication throughout the mathematical community through a growing collection of mailing lists, Web-based discussion areas, and ask-an-expert services.
- Offering model interactive projects and providing creative non-routine challenges for students.
- Making math-related web resources more accessible through the Forum's community digital library which supports the use and development of software for mathematics education.
- Providing high-quality math and math education content. Teachers are invited to use the Web interface to contribute their own lessons.

Growing with the Web by notification about new sites of interest, feature the latest and best, and host focused and timely discussions of math education and associated source materials.